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When a company implements a Web filtering and monitoring solution, it typically wants to filter and
monitor the Web traffic flowing through its network by user name versus IP address for various
reasons. Some of these reasons include curtailing casual surfing, protecting against security threats,
and conserving bandwidth. Furthermore, a company’s Acceptable Use Policy (AUP) is usually based
on user names and/or groups of user names. Therefore, the application that enforces and monitors
the company’s AUP needs to identify Web activity by user name. IP addresses can be dynamic, and
sometimes more than one employee can log on to a computer, and hence, more than one user name will
be using the same IP address.
Many an IT administrator is tasked with ensuring that the company’s employees are going through
the proxy that is in place, so that Web activity can be monitored by user name. To get user names
and authenticate users, IT administrators can choose any of the proxy configuration options and
authentication methods described below.
Depending on the company’s preference, one proxy configuration option may be more favorable than the
other. Here, we will discuss applying browser settings manually, pushing out group policies using Active
Directory (AD), using a captive portal, and installing client software. We will also touch on the different
ways that you can authenticate your Internet users using our CyBlock products.

Applying Browser Settings Manually
Applying browser settings involves identifying a proxy server which is required if you need user names.
User names are not available when a browser connects directly to a Web site. One of two settings is used
in the browser–automatic or manual proxy configuration.
Automatic Configuration. This configuration relies on the use of a PAC file that specifies a proxy server
(IP address or host name) and a port of the server. It also specifies that the user may go directly to the
requested Web site as though using no proxy, if the proxy server cannot be found.
Automatic Configuration (PAC File)
Advantages

Disadvantages

Suitable for small companies with few users.

Time-consuming setup for larger companies.

Provides direct access for remote and roaming
employees.

Direct access produces no monitoring, filtering, or
reporting.

Supported by all browsers.

Web site delay when browser first starts or when
proxy server is down.

Simple setup.

Users can delete or change proxy settings.

Manual Configuration. In this configuration, the IT administrator enters the IP address or host name
and port of the proxy server on each user’s computer. There is no “Direct” option to allow access to the
Internet, if the proxy server is down or the user leaves the network.
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Manual Configuration (IP Address/Host Name & Port)
Advantages

Disadvantages

Suitable for small companies with few users.

Time-consuming setup for larger companies.

Supported by all browsers.

No automatic direct access available.

Simple setup.

Requires manual disabling of proxy settings for
direct access.
Users can delete or change proxy settings.

Pushing Out Group Policies Using Active Directory
From the Active Directory server, a group policy is pushed out to set up users’ browsers with a proxy
configuration, that is, a PAC file or proxy server IP address/host name and port. Active Directory also
allows you to disable the browser’s Connections tab. Two other options in Active Directory disable
changing the manual proxy setting and the automatic configuration setting.
Active Directory Group Policies
Advantages

Disadvantages

Suitable for companies of all sizes.

AD updates are not automatically applied to all
computers. May take time to apply change to all
computers assigned to the policy.

Single setup on Active Directory server.

Supported by Internet Explorer primarily.

In Internet Explorer, users cannot delete or change Users can delete or change proxy settings in other
proxy settings. Requires AD options set to disable. browsers–Firefox and Chrome.

Using a Captive Portal
A captive portal can be set up in many ways. It can operate so that when an employee attempts to visit
a Web site, he will be required to log on and accept an organization’s AUP, if this option was configured.
By logging on, user names are captured from Web traffic that is filtered and monitored. Guests can
access the company’s network by accepting the AUP. A wider range of devices and operating systems in
the organization can be supported. A captive portal is also used as a method of authentication which is
discussed later in this document.
Captive Portal
Advantages

Disadvantages

Suitable for companies of all sizes.

Depending on setup, requires cookies to be
enabled in the browser.

Supports large range of devices including nonWindows devices.
Presents customizable logon page to new
devices.
Can be used with CyBlock Appliance inline
requiring no browser settings on unmanaged
devices in guest networks.
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Installing CyBlock Client
CyBlock Client is a thin client that makes requests to servers and can be installed manually on computers
or remotely with a tool, such as PsExec. It does not require a browser for proxy configuration. It allows
IT administrators to specify several proxy servers and has the ability to continuously poll these proxies in
priority order. This list of IP addresses and ports override any proxy settings in the browser. CyBlock Client
also has the ability to pass user names to the proxy which is discussed below.
CyBlock Client
Advantages

Disadvantages

Suitable for companies of all sizes.

Installation required on each user’s computer.

Easy deployment using PsExec.

Available for Windows computers only, not Linux.

No browser configuration necessary.
Proxy servers sorted by user-defined priorities.
Supports on-premises as well as remote
employees.
Users cannot delete or change proxy settings.

Using Authentication Methods
CyBlock’s Authentication Manager. Authentication Manager allows you to use different types of
proxy authentication to support your organization, which may include your main office, remote users,
and branch offices. You can choose to use NTLM, a captive portal, or a combination of both. Disabling
authentication is also an option. For various network definitions, such as a single IP address, a range of IP
addresses, or a host name, you can create rules specifying the authentication method to use.
NTLM. This method uses a challenge/response protocol for authentication in which the
proxy makes an authentication request, and the browser responds with the user name and
password. NTLM is supported in the Windows environment, but is not fully supported in
other environments.
Captive Portal. In this authentication method, logon credentials can be used to
authenticate employees, and guests are identified with a guest ID. The IT administrator
controls the length of time before the browser must reauthenticate. As mentioned earlier with
CyBlock Appliance inline, a captive portal supports authenticating users who are filtered in
transparent proxy mode, but it will also work with CyBlock Software and CyBlock Cloud. For
more information on authenticating with a captive portal, see Authenticating Your Internet
Users.
CyBlock Client. Using CyBlock Client, user names are passed to the proxy providing the credentials
needed to identify who is accessing your network. It does not require NTLM authentication or a captive
portal.
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Conclusion
If you are implementing a Web filtering and monitoring solution in your organization, many proxy
configurations are available to allow you to manage your Web traffic by user name as well as authenticate
your users. Whether it’s applying browser settings manually or through Active Directory group policies,
or using a captive portal or CyBlock Client, IT administrators need to weigh the advantages and
disadvantages of each option. The solution that best serves the needs and resources of the company and
its IT department may be one of these options.
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